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   The opening of Lucie Nemcova’s exhibition represents a collection of paintings which illustrate the 

continual development of the author’s art to date. The author tries to express her feelings and her 

personal view of the world around her through her artistic activities.  Due to her autism spectrum 

disorder (ASD), Lucie has the ability to notice her surroundings in a unique way, which you can see in 

her personal thematic works.  Lucie’s guiding lines in her creations are her battle for self-awareness 

in time and space.  

   It leads to the determinism and randomness of phenomena and reality she encounters in her 

everyday life. This attitude is manifested by Lucie through her actions that stem from her state of 

knowledge of space-time coordinates. 

   How can time be interpreted in our minds? Time, as we know, is one of the basic physical quantities         

with which we measure the distance between events at the first coordinate of space and time.               

Time can also be defined as a non-spatial linear continuum in which events happen in apparently 

irreversible order. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to imagine time in any way. Lucie Nemcova is 

trying to do that in her art work. She is searching for her own authentic interpretation of time.  

   Attempts to understand time were for a long time primarily the domain of philosophers, and later 

naturalists. There are a lot of strongly different views about the nature and meaning of time in the 

history of human knowledge, so it is difficult to offer an uncontroversial and clear definition. People 

have been trying for millennia to measure time; the basic idea of measurement was expressed by 

Aristotle’s definition that “time is a number of movement in respect of ‘before’ and ‘after‘”.  At 

present, time is measured by counting the (regular) movements, traditionally at two levels - for 

longer intervals by counting years, months and days of the calendar, for shorter periods by counting 

the quicker regular occurrences on the clock. Lucie Nemcova in her interpretation of time indirectly 

touches the concept of infinity, but does not use it in her choice of words. Her specific perception of 

space-time might provoke us. She rejects the boundaries of time, although they are fatally important 

to her. Infinity is for most of us an abstract concept that indicates the quantity (amount) of 



 

something that is so big that it does not end (the word infinite comes from the word finite), it 

typically cannot be counted, measured, and if so, is larger than every finite number.  

   An object and a phenomenon that is so great that it has the attributes of infinity is sometimes 

referred to by the adjective infinite. Numbers and words are symbols of time, which are richly 

represented in Lucie Nemcova’s pictures. The author’s pictures may be a composition of secret codes 

for the audience, which call us to find our own intimacy. The search is not possible without doubts. 

This is also true for Lucie Nemcova. Where did it come from? Many thinkers have looked for an 

answer to this question in their lives. Husserl wrote as a follow-on to Descartes’ methodological 

doubt - I can doubt about any external experience, the only certainty is the doubt itself - and Kant's 

transcendental philosophy. In this philosophy the conditionality of all a priori knowledge of 

conditions or requirements (time, space etc.) were discovered.  Imanuel Kant wrote in a letter that 

he wanted to give the world the answer to three questions: What can we know? The question relates 

to human cognition. What is the world and how should we imagine it? Can I know something about it 

for certain? The second question relates to human behaviour. What can I and should I reasonably 

pursue, how should I behave towards fellow human beings and society? The third question concerns 

human faith. Where is the boundary between the areas of knowledge and belief, if such an area 

exists? After all partial reservations one can say that the author's considerations also unconsciously 

touch the aforementioned areas in her work, defined by Kant. The author’s views which are not only 

illustrated visually manifest Lucie’s motivation in her everyday behaviour. Lucie in her life strongly 

feels the need to manage quality and functional communication strategies, to be educated, to gain 

work skills and to master the role and status of an independent member in her family and social 

space where she currently is. This manifests itself in specific, often controversial, behaviour. 

   The author's exhibition and her artwork represent a significant functional communication strategy 

towards her "I" and the surrounding world through the language of art and paintings and drawings in 

the therapeutic and authentic visual context. Lucie intensively addresses the correctness of her 

behaviour towards herself, her relatives and the public. The author in her paintings manifests the 

condition of her mind. We find the creative solutions of a distinctively thinking person with ASD in 

the plane of the legitimacy of her behaviour in the context of good and evil, and the subsequent 

practical acts, namely intimate ethics of everyday life. Another environmental issue, which is 

reflected in the Lucie’s visual language subconsciously, is the phenomenon of free will and its 

borders, mortality and the finitude of human existence. 

   Lucie intricately formulates this key dimension of a person by sharing her life space, with 

information mediated through the media (radio, television, Internet) and by her own fantasies and 

imagination influenced by the etiology of disability. Autism (from the Greek. Aυτός, autos, self) is 

generally used to define the so-called mental developmental disability manifested by abnormal social 

interaction, constantly recurrent patterns of behaviour and impaired communication skills. The 

sensory perception of people with autism is different to that of other people and they may therefore 

react differently to certain stimuli. This is the basic personality characteristic of the exhibited artist. 

 

   The willingness to have the exhibition, opening and to take part in them is Lucie’s desire. These 

events are an integral part of the story of her paintings. Nonetheless her friends and family will 

recognize the stress burden that these public presentations and possibly unforeseen situations bring, 



 

but they support Lucie and try to provide adequate support. The author in her paintings manifests 

the state of her mind. In the author's current opinion, "you can do without time!" can be seen a 

universal human desire for changes in the world around us according to our own conception of free 

will. Infinity and limitations and loneliness in such an irrational specific personal world exhibited by 

the artist, however, still present an unresolved traumatic existential problem for Lucie. She realizes 

this situation about herself which is difficult to understand and it is repeatedly reflected in her 

drawings and paintings. This problematic condition of her existence is difficult for Lucie to come to 

terms with and she is daily confronted with the world around her, where you can’t do anything 

without time! Perhaps this is why the author came up with her most recent statement when creating 

her last two paintings: "Let’s hide in the picture, we have to go into the picture, so no one can see 

me." 

  We can say that art work addresses the whole person. Art history has shown that the arts can 

significantly shape the attitudes of people, because they are universal in character. Once we start 

working with our experiences we enter a highly sensitive and intimate area, both from the position of 

the creator, but also the interpreter of the art. If we want to highlight the creative ingredients of the 

expressivity of Lucie Nemcova’s work, which leads to the creation of artwork, we can talk about 

creative expressivity. Experience has proved that in art work and therapy it is considered important 

to realize and enhance the link between creative expression and artistic expression. At this point we 

could see 'creative-expressive' as a partial synonym for ‘artistic’, because in the case of the story of 

the emergence of the paintings we can interchange the two. 

   Lucie Nemcova is struggling to cope with the conditions imposed on her life in today's society. 

Boundaries of time and space are therefore relatively certain for the author, accompanied by doubt. 

Her life experience is represented by the images that are on show. The author's interpretive 

statements about the phenomenon of time in the following text are loosely arranged. They represent 

the author's distinctive remarks on her work. 

I'm afraid that nothing compares to my beautiful dreams and stories. Zuzana lives in this house, but I 

can’t see her ... I’m not scared of Kravi hill anymore because we pushed out the fear with art and 

singing. Kravi hill can’t soar into thin air, it’s not possible. I paint smoke, there's a lot of smoke, there’s 

a lot of fear. I’m scared I won’t make it in time, you know.  

All right, mate, says Mr. Pohlreich. You have to do it as it says, as you like it. They are slackers and do 

not understand ... It’s just a joke, but I’ve had enough.  

I dreamed, I dreamed ... I still believe I’ll be going back home and back to Náměšť to the funfair, but 

not until next year after the boat and after the funfair. Michal Valka, Karel Gott, Daniel Hulka, 

Dejmijen, Kacka, Hanka and Jitka will be there. At the funfair there was a creaking carousel, it 

squeaked a lot and kept spinning around. It kept going around and around and around ... And when 

will the funfair happen again? 

We have to get to school on time, time, clocks, come on, we don’t have time ... I'll run past them, next 

year I’ll run past the Czechs, a goal, hooray. We’ll go and cheer for the Komets, there’s a time for 

everything... This school isn’t for you any more ... Hooray, let’s have a Coke at one table, I guess I just 

can’t manage, we’ll read, write, count and study again in time.  



 

When will the funfair be? I want it now. You can do without time, can’t you? 

Listen to me. I wonder what's wrong with me. 

Without the town, without Peace Square, it would be ok, I’m going to tear this city down ... Kocianka 

is going to be built, because it is for disabled children ... If I study hard, I won’t have a disability any 

more, I’ll manage everything… We knock everything down and then we build everything, we try to get 

money and then we build and we build for Kocianka.  

It belongs to the public prosecutor. I said, it's a scandal that we have to work ... I work, I read and I 

count, it'll be fun. Without fun we would be lost. 

Uncle Jezek said time flies, before we know it the holidays will be here.  

White like a corridor, over and over, I managed to paint it white in time.  

I do not want to be late and miss Kate. Why does she have to work? I want her to be here with me, 

she has to have time.  

I am thinking of the clock. I do not want it to be twelve. I do not want it. We can do without time, we 

can, we can. I’m scared. Careful, I’m scared. It’s already 10 o’clock.  

I still can’t do it, you don’t want to know, but I'll tell you. There are so many places ... I know, hey 

come on, let’s turn the world upside down, like this, so it’s upside down, everything is upside down 

here. 

Because it is the right time, it’ll be cool, time will be present, and future. Careful, we have to manage 

to do everything.  

Without entertainment we would be lost. Remember how you were – really bad, you know. Now I 

can’t manage to do everything and I am learning to count to five, and I want to manage to learn to 

read, write and count. 

  The train in the picture goes hoo hoo hoo ... you know that time is old, it's all about friends - Risa and 

me - and all the singers. The funeral is "cool" something is happening all the time. We will sing "The 

path is dust and trampled down dirt ..." 

This is the never-ending circle, where I learn to read, write and count and read, write and count again. 

The time is important. As if Grandpa knew when I was supposed to come and compete. We’re going 

to compete in the New Year, without the New Year it really wouldn’t work. 

The doctor said that we shouldn’t do too much, we shouldn’t turn over and flick through, or else you 

might turn into absolute maniacs. Do you know what a maniac is? It’s something that the world 

doesn’t see.  
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